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The Sphere Photometer 
A New Instrument. for the Measurement of Color and Turbidity 

in Solutions of White Granulated 

\V. O. IhR:,\HARDT. F. (,. FI:-, A:,\D R.A. .\1C<;1:,\:,\ 

Intro<lm:tion 
Sol utiol1s of sucrose appear to the Imnwn eye as water· 

white and brilliantly-clear aU Ids. In the manufacture of white 
lared sugars, the industry aims a product which 

essentially pure sucrose. The sli~ht coloratioll 
and common to solutions of granulated sugars, is indica· 
tive of minute traces of impurities ill the product. The accurate 
measurement of color and turbidity in sligar solut iOlls has been 
of great cOllcern to the industry. and a 01 methods and 
instruments were developed and evaluated over the years. The 
"International Comrnission for Cniforlll \lethods of Sugar 

maintains standing committees on tile 

of color and turbidity have a two-fold purpose: 
color and turbidity are considered indica· 

of decolorization alld li Itra lion aell ie\ ed; b) In 

turbidity are considered to he of 
of the product. 

Color 
\·£easurements of absorption the soluti()n are the bash 

lor the characterization of color. The term "coler'" is used 
lJere since it is in the to ,,) the 
quantity impurities and the visual appearance to the human 
eye. Color is determined customarily hy measure· 

Il1 the blue of the .\Iost methods. reco~-{· 


ICC [\ISA and used fy a- wave· 

420 lIl{L fhe "color'" is then by an absorption 


index. 
The colorants in solutions absorb radiant energy more 

in the blue of the than in the red' 
as shown in and 2. The of the curves 
vary ficantly and it lllay he assumed that the variations are 
due to differences in raw material. and pH 01 the 
solutions. 

'''hile the area under each of the (\lITes may he a measure 
of culorant in the solution, the' at 

is not necessari ly a til 
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Figure I and Figure 2.-A bsorballcies of granulated sugar solutions, 
filtered, from 400 to 750 1111-'.' Reference standard: Clear, «flodess sugar 
solution, 50 rds. solutions, 5-C111 cell. 

quantity. rhe absorbancy has, however, great utility 10 the 
c\aluation of tlte decolurization processes. 

The absorption index is also regarded as being a measure of 
"coler" in terms of visua I appearance. This is erroneous since 
'Isua] color perception is a psychophysical process and may be 
expressed quantitatively only on a three-dimensional scale, sllch 
as the eIE tristimulus coordinates ! 1J2 and related systems. 11 
has been shown, however, that the absorbancy of sligar solutions 
at 420 me correlates well with visllal rankings 121. 

2 =':umbcrs in brackets refer to literature cited. 
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Turbidity 
the ,nlrd turbidity bas a very definite optical mean

[or the phenomenon is 
as a haze. It is the result of 

solution. 'Vhile insuluble 
material in sugar solutions the part of optical 
turbidity, the use of the word turbidity to denote a quantity 
insoluble material had led to confusion. It is erroneous to assume 
that the cowrants 
the suspenso ids 

in sugar solutions only 
scatter It is 

that absorbi ng molecules 
suspensoids also absorb 1 

vvhen evaluated 
canllot be 

Inost 
light and 

means. as 

illvestigated the o£ 
sugar solutions and following definitions: 
"Turbidity is the amoulH of scattered per unit path 

as defined the equation: 
1n T, (I 

wherein '1", is the 
is the 

which scatter I 
which absorb 

and c is the sugar concentratioll 

sol b is the 
length in em, and T 

only to 
"In 

wherein a is the 
III grams milliliter. 

"In which absorb and scatter light: 
·C 

= a·;· (3) 

wherein a'" the attenuation index, 
(I) lor 

'lTi Hen in the same form (is 
may be 

to define the 
index s, as follows: 

-L T 

= s 

"In sugar which both absorb and scatter light, the 
attenuati()n is assumed to the slim of absorption and 

In terms of the one \\,rHes: 
a 'x' s. 

sugar solutions are small. To eliminate 
a Color I and 1,000 s = Turll
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"In all of the the turbidity is 
in terms of light lost from the transmitted beam. However, 

also he evaluated by a measurement of all 
in all directions: 

T = 27T (1l"Re
J o 

e de, (6) 

wherein e 1S the of and is the 
as: 

(7) 

wherein r is the distance between the 
the ohserver, ie is the intensity of the scattered 
irracliance of the incident I " 

use. An 
instruments are 

Photometers and colorimeters \\Sing 
ments in the hlue and red of the spectrum 
tion of color and turbidity are not cornpletely 
use and calibration of these instruments are 

of suspensoids 

through 

under


instrument for the 

sugar solution color and til rough measu re· 


transmission and 

of 

train oj the new 
in 

the lamp I.S is collimated lens 
LI F to lens I which focuses the 

A I in the wall 01 the 
Lens 1.:1 again collimates the and lens 1.'1 

of A I to locus in A2. \V!Jen the 
exit essentially all entering the sphere 

leaves through aperture 1\2. The imerior 
exit shuner. and the baffle are covered with a 

high diffuse reflectance, 'Vhen the exit shutter 
IS I tile til A.I is eli reefed 
lenses to the surface of the exit shutter and reflected 



1111 

i, 
t 

m '1111' \. S. S. B. To 

FiO"ure train, schematic
'" LS GE 1\"0. 149'1 

LI to L4 Lellse~, achromatic, 
67) mm FL 40 nun dia. 

F Interference rilter. 420 111/L> 

B & L Cal. 1\"0. '13·78·42 
Al 
A2 
PTH 
Cell 
Sphere 10 ill. diameter 

to illuminate the interior of the reflections 
within the sphere, a fraction of the illuminating the imerior 
of the sphere enters the phowtuhe PTII, where it strikes 
the light-sensitive cathode of the tube. rhe lS COll

nected, suitable circuits, to ihratcd potentio
the the cathode is reaG!. 

Solutions to be in a cylindrical sample cell 
made from clear having a and diameter of 5 em. 
rile cell is placed into the instrument so that the (01 

beam axial Iy the cell. 'Vhell t he cell is in 
position I, exit shutter in sphere is closed and the J 
flux the phototube reflection from the exit shutter 
and sphere wall is a measure of the transmittancy of the solution. 

in position 2, the exit shutter is 
transmitted the cell out 

aperture A~o The I the 
sample is attenuated absorhers in the 

sample and, after reflection from the interior 01 the sphere, 
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reaches the phototuhe. The' flux to the photolube IS a 
measure of tile turhidity 01 the solution. 

Since to radiant flux, rather 
below are in terms of 
the first surface of the 

T n· 

and the transmitted nux. 
F, TV... (9) 

In the sligar industry it is the rranslllittan'cy 
of a sample solution relative to the of a "standard," 
a clear, colorless sugar solution cOllcentration 

to thal of the sample solution. solution is 
as the solvent. The transmittance of the sample solutioll, 

T, = 'Ln,,, (10) 
in terms of the of the sample 

T" = F, 1Ft (II). Roln -;0),·' 

Then the transmittance of the sol u t ion. 
T, Fl' (12) 

The incident flux Fo. illuminating the colorants and turbidants 
in the solution. then equals and the transmitted 
flux Fr the transmittancy of the in the sample 
solution. Designating the transmittancy of the il hsorbers 01 
radiant in the samples as Ttl, and the 01 

radiant energy in the as 
notation is 

\Vhen tile contains a the transmitted flux 
Ft Tll' (11)) 

"Vhen the contains scatterers, transmitted flux 
Ft 

"Vben both are in the the transmitted flux 
(15 ) 

\Vhen the contains only the absorbed flux 
Fa = l-T". ( 16) 

When the (ontains only SGl.ttercrs, the scattered l1ux 
F, = l-T,. (17) 
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'Vhen both . are In the and the 
transmitted and scattered beams through distances 
vvithin the solution. the scattered 

F, = ( (] H) 

Theoretical considerations In 

1. 	 Light scattered by tbe solutions of white grall
ldated sugars travels in a Iv forward 

in the direction o[ the transmitted b~';Hn. It is inevitable 
t hat a fraction 01 the scattered flux enters the detector tu

with the transmitted fiux. The fraction k 01 the scal
tered f-lux the receiver in the measure
ment is a function of the distrihutioll of the scattered 

and of the of of the detector. The 
on Iy sea tterer;;, 

( 1 
The measured a sample only 
:,.catterers, 

TJ' F t kF 	 ( 

In the measurement 
of t.he path traversed 

eqnal tbat traversed by the transmitted 
he Illet 

. In the concept ur 

In most 
exclude 

used colorimeters. no attempt was made to 

sea ttereel I from til e 
the 

transmittancy error to a 
the lise of small apertures in the 

when working with solutioilS of wh 
most of the scattered 
The me of a clear 
length, facilitates 
in the measurement 

path 
measurement 

cell into an l'lhricht 
provision for the entry of 

the transmitted flux. 

in ~'\ngu lar 
Ie sphere 

liux travels 
cell. 

scattered nux, 

the condi lion 

the 
cannot be fulfilled. For the 

and 

to (18). the 
scattered beam must 
beam. This condition 

;). the measllred fluxes F, and F, represent tile functions 
of equations (I:» and (IR). Lransmittancies 'I a and may 
be calculated. 
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r ' , t 

F, = 

Ft .'. F, = T 

( I.)) 

( 18) 

4. While 
measurem
reflected 

ent of ~c
from the 

:1= 

the use of 
atlered 

lenses and 

the 
it was 
sample cell windows 

1 ) 
the 

would 
the flux reach the pilotowbe. The reflected 

from lens L;; and the entrance window of the cell is a 
constant fraction of the incident while 
fleeted from lens IA and lhe exit windmv or the 
with the of the eel! contents. 
energ-y reflected by lens 1/4 and the exit window as 11l, and 
that reflected lens l,g and the entrance window as n, the 
flux to the phototube is defined the 

F, (I-T' '- n. 
The evaluation of m and n IS disclIssed under 

I 
may he 

F, = (I T 
f"T" eq. (13): 

n 

Practical considerations In 

1. 	 Since the two measurements required cannot be made 
simultaneously, the incident flux must be held constant dur

the time fur the lIleasurements. For a maximuJII 
measurement error of ± 0.1 , ied to the 

source, an ncandcscent stable 
wltl1iu 

The low levels involved in the measnrements require 
of a beam mul ier phototube. 'This tube has 

ificarion. To maintain a stabi! of 
applied is held constant within 0.01 

The passes a small clirrelH when !lot il 
dark current. 'vIeans for neu this clark current are 
provided. 

:L 	 The two required nH.:'asurements should he made with 
identical sources, Iters, and detectors. To meet th is 
reqUIrement, a instrument with for hoth 
measurernent funct and using a 
and detector is used. 
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Figure 4. - Gen
eral appearance of 
the photometer. 

4. 	 Since mechanical filtration is not suitable for the separation 
and identification of absorbers and scatterers of radiant 
energy, the apparatus is adaptable to calibration by other 
fundamental means. 

5. 	 It is not practical to use routinely the primary standard , a 
50 rds clear, colorless sugar solution, in the standardization 
of the instrument. Secondary standard glass plates, as used 
in a number of colorimeters, are subject to gradual deteriora
tion and breakage. Manual adjustment of the transmittancy 
dial to the transmittancy of the secondary standard adds to 
manipulations required and tends to increase transmittancy 
errors. The new instrument uses the air path through the 
optics as the secondary standard and the manual standardiza
tion is automated. 

6. 	 To permit determination of flux levels to 0.1 %, the apparatus 
employs potentiometers capable of 0.1 % resolution and a null 
indicator of corresponding sensitivity. 

7. 	 To insure adequate photometric sensitivity, the apparatus 
uses a wave length of 420 mfl. The optical filter use9 is a 
Bausch and Lomb interference filter, Catalog No. 33-78-42. 

Description of apparatus 

The apparatus was designed to meet the theoretical and 
practical requirements outlined in the preceding sections, and 
to make the operation of the instrument reasonably simple and 
foolproof. 

Figure 4 shows th e general appearance of the photometer. 
The elevated structure on the left contains the lig'ht source, lenses 
LI and L2, the filter, and supports for the sample cell in the 
measurement of transmitted flux (Position 1). In front of this 
structure are located the operatiJ1C!." controls. The hemisphere 
on the right is the supper half of the integrating sphere. 
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Figure 5.-Sphere 
opened. 

Figure 5 shows the sphere opened, with the sample cell in 
position for the measurement of scattered flux (Position 2). 
Visible at the right is the sphere exit shutter. 

Figure 6 - Close
up of the cell com
partment and con
trols. 

Figure 6 is a close-up of the cell compartment, operating 
controls, and null-indicating galvanometer. Located in front of 
each operating control is a pushbutton. When a pushbutton is 
depressed, internal circuits are switched and the shutters are 
actuated as needed to perform the selected function. The controls 
shown, from left to right, are: I) dark current compensation, 
2) standardization, 3) readout of transmitted flux, F t , and 4) read
out of scattered flux, F ,. The null indicator indicates the direction 
in which the selected control must be rotated to balance the cor
responding circuit. 'When the null indicator returns to the zero 
position, the control function is completed. 
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Experimental nrorp<l and dat.a 
The instrument is connected to the 117 

through a three-wire cable, and 
line located on the 

period ()i ;thout fj mutes. dark-currcnl 
is made by manipulation of the 
instrument is then ready for nse. 

I. Standanlization 
The pnrpose of the the 

ad 0/ the 
related to tile 

in position I in the instr\l 
. checked. rile F t dial 

theFt hutton, the 
standardization control on the is rotated to halance 
the null indicator. The cell IS remoyed from the instru
ment and a Standard" inside tile 
instrument case is adjusted. while 

to rebalance the null indicator. Hereafter the instrument 
may be standardited while cell is ours ide the illStru
ment. of the bu Hon and COli tro] to 
balance the null indicator. 

dark current and con" 
the con ta the the 

instrument, "file F t button is and F t (onfrol is 
rotated to balance the null indicator. The transmitted flux of 
the is now indicated on the of the control. 

The cell is next ill linn inside the 
and the is closed. The F, button is depressed and the F, 
control is rotated to balance the null indicator. The scattered 
flux is now indicated on the display of the F, control. 
Flux values are indicated to three decimal 

F t and F, values detennined on the primary standard 
and on distilled water which had heen filtered a th 

of Darco on A?J m,U :VI ill membrane for the 1'emOV;1I 

solids. 'The values obtained are in Tahle 1. 


indicate that the dIstilled walel is suitable for use as a 

primary standard in the photometer at a wave of 420 mp., 




are 
of Dicali te in a 

upper 100 Illi by 100 
to an 
dilute ~uspenslOn can 
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Table] .-Evalual!otJ er Standards. 

Sample 

1.000 .2')7 
1.000 .2,)7 

The scattered flux indicated is due to radiant energy reAected 
the in the since the 

standard considered turbidity-free. Since the 
and the identical optical ies at 

led water may he conveniently used in the 
artificial absorbing solutions and scattering 

ror the evaluation of the 

:1. Photometer performance with 1m-bid suspensions. 
in a manner 

the 01 light by the natural 
while granulated sugars. For the 

of transmitted and scattered 
flux in tile are well suited. The 

of about 2 
wi th disti [led 

is left to settle about 21 hours. After rellloval or the 
are transferred 

I liter. The 
when mildly 

a sti ITer. 

Transmitted anel scattered flux were measured on the photo
meter, on the distilled water and five nf Dical itc 
arc listed in Table 2. 

Table 2.-DicaHte Suspensions. 

420 mp., 

necessary 

of Dicalite fines in water scatter 

solutions or 
of the relationsh 

Samplr F, 
(1) (x) 

Water 1.1100 
SllSp. J .!J81l 
Sllsl" 2 .:;01 
SIlSp. :;90 
Susp. ..~71 

"mp. .:;4R .R11 

From the 1I'C may calculate the relationship of and F,: 
]\' () ~x .R;);,) ~y 2.fi2R 

:Sx2 .2779 ~= .')727 
y,. .257 L270 x 

Thus the scattered Aux L .2'37 1.270 (1-F,), A plot 01' the 
7, shows that the scaltered flux is a linear function 

of the transmitted flux. The constanL .2:')7 is the nux contribtlted 
hy reAections from the I com in the 
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2 is 1.270 times the 

the factor 
of the 

on 

The effect 

brane. 

that for Ie 

absorbers on the measured flux was 111

dilutions of a which does not contribute 
.\ stock solution of a reel dye ,vas prepared 

filtered til a 0.45 ml' :\Jillinore mem
were measured ~m a series 

in Figllre R. 
range or 1.000 to 0.575. 

OF 1m .\. S. S. B. T. 

075 

The factor 1.270 indicales that the flux incident on the :,ample 
flux Incident on the sample in 

it is not convenient to adjust the two incident 
1.270 may he readily eliminated hy 

F, p()temiometer 1.270 times the span 

was checked with a serles of D iea lite 
FI and F", values [or each dilution. The 

7 showing- th;!t the scattered flux. 
as calculated. 

4. Photometer .n"',·i.(H·'mf.'~"·p with dye solutions. 

linear function of the tra and thaI the 
may be the equation: 

F, = .O:iR 0.1 (j2 F\ 
Since a transm or .:')7:') is indicative oj a color index 
II hell using a ;,)0 rds solution in a ;) em cell. the is usahle 
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Sanlplc p, 

\ r a ler I.OOD .200 
III c 1 .')2B .IRH 
Ihe 2 86:1 .177 
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.10:1 
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0.75 

Figure 8, Dy(' 
solutions, 0.50 

o 
o 075 ! 00 

for white tha t 

~~, that this 
IS reason;! The flux incident on and 1he 

entrance window of the sample cell in ::: is COllstant. 
vVhen the cell contents absoru radiant energy, the flux 
on 
att

I A is 
enuated 

attenuated and the 
to the same deg-ree. 

Iraction reflected the lens is 

,j, 

Fml1l 

of "Working equation, 
the data dnd equations , derived inde

for turbid s()lutions and 
nation for the flux F" 

'\'llh a solution \I'hieh scatters absorhs radiant 



(1- C r" 
1.162 '1' 

0.1 fi2 Tn + O.O:IH 
0.038- TnT, 

of the 
and 

Fe f- F, 
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energy, may be that the radiant Allx 
scattered hy the m tile solution traverses a 

through the solution which IS equal to 

traversed by the transmitted the flux incident on the 
phototube, 

F, = 

F, 
'Ve may HOW determine 

mg equations (I 

,:;::--
.1 

The of the scatterers: 
(21) 

of different 
stock solution. To 

these were 
while 

Dicalite 
concentration constanl. The values of 

Ta. calculated from the measured fluxes Ft and ,with the aiel 
of equation are listed in the of Table 4. 

Tabl(- 4.-Transrniuallries of Dy" Solutions with Added Dtt'a1itc. 

ml Diralitc Suspension Added 

Sample o 10 20 

'l'ran<;tnittancy. f:1 

loon\Vater 1.000 !.non 
.!Hi2 

Dvc 2 .929 
Ihc I .!I64 .962 

.927 

.861 

.748 

The data indicate that there is a reduction in 
at the Ieyels of added turbidity. This is 
due to erroneous assumptions in the development of equation 

not 

It is quite possible that sollle interaction occurs between 
and the Dicalite Fines. The effect of the 

ohserved variations is best illustrated 
are converted to indices. The "Color Index" 
and the Index" 1,000 'IX) Ilx. wherein b is 
the cell h in centirneters and c is the s!lg-ar concentration 
of the in grams per milliliter. "rite color calculated 
from the c1ata are shown in Tahle ;). 
The turhidity levels produced addition amonnts 
01' nicalite are. in t indices. 5 for 10 
10 for ;:0 ml. and 20 (or 40 1111. The color and turhiditv index 
range covered by the solutions exceeds the range found in SOItI" 

tions of white granulated sugars. The variations in the tabulated 

40 
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Tabk 5.-Color Indices of Dye Sahuiolls 'Vith Added nit-alitt'o 

m I Dicalite Suspension Added 

Sample Il 10 ~() 10 

Water 
lJ\'c I 
Dye 2 
D)c ~ 
Ihe 'I 

Color 

() 

;/.2 
IIJ.,') 
2(1. ~) 
10,2 

Indi(es. I,(JOO (-lo()
" 

() 

:;,:] 

1fl.l; 
2(),:; 
'1lI,2 

r, )/be 

llel 
,',,:1 

10,(; 

20.S 
111.1 

0 
,"J.:) 

1(l,B 

21.1 
'II,() 

color indices are partly clue to the uncertainty (_ ,0(1) in each 
of the two flux measurements, which would produce an error 
in the indices of 0 to 0,;) index units. The data from dye 
;) show the largest relative variation. ± 0.4 units 011 a mean 01 
20.7. This variatioll is ± of the measured quantity and is 
considered acceptable. 

(j. Reproducibility of analyses. 

'fhe o\'erall performance or the Illstrument IS a criterion or 
the stability or the electronic circuits and of rhe light s()urcc, as 
well as the sensitivity and resolution of the readout devices. 'To 
evaluate the performance of tlie instrument, about 2 liters of a 
;,)0 rds solution of a granulated sugar lI'ere prepared, and len 
sets of readings wcre taken on lhe instrument. For each ~el or 
reading's the sample cell was filled lI'ilh fresh solution and the 
previous sample discarded. Data arc given in Table G, 
The ~ values listed in the tahle are devialions from the cor, 
respond ing' a \·crag"es. Standard dey iations were C(l Jeu la ted from 
the data. For the color inciex, (J ~•. 0.10;; and lor the turbidity 
index, (J = 0.14;'). 

7. Effect of sugar concentration on indices. 

The a bsorbers of rad ian L energy in SIl,Q;a r sol u lions .'ill b, 
stantially follow Keer's Lt\\,. Therefore the absorbancy index, 
(,log T) is constant for any concentration of sligar and 
independent of the refractive index of thE solution, Sugar solu, 
tions were analY/ecl at dif-Ferent concentrations in the sphere 
photometer to determine the attcnuation, absorptioll, and scatter
ing indices. The c1ata are presentee! in Fif.;ure 0, which shows 
that the absorption index. il, is constant, while the attenuation 
index, a*. and the scatterillg index, s, illcrease with decreasing 
sugar concentration. It is therefore nec('~sary to report the sugar 
concentratioll at which the scattering index of a sugar solution 
was determined. 
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Table 6.-Performam:c Chetek With Sugar Solution 

.\ 


Te" :-':0. 1', f- Color Index Turb. Index "'F, \F, Color lndt'x Turh,'"Index 


.S:")} . Hi'i HUH .OOIJ 0.1'1 
IS.OI .oon:, (l,U 0,00, 

,8'd ,162 17,8H 't,I', ,000; ,,00115 ·0,0:1 

.,,,,-, ,IG2 
17,88 
11.88 

1.j8 
'1.-15 

·.000:\ 
.Oooi 

,1100') 

·,000') 

·0,(1;\ 

·0.0:1 

n,II,; 

(i Hi2 18.1)4 LF, ·01J05 ·(Wi 
Ji ,88 4,7;") .0017 ,fIOD O.li 
17.71 .0017 ·.<1005 ·0,20 

,161 li.8i:\ 4.29 ·'()OI5 ·(j,:tl 
lO li.~B 1.15 .(lOO; ·(JJli 

;\'''f.!.'. ,8533 .1625 17,91 452 

:) 
." 

~ 
~ 
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:r, 

if 
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Summary 

Color and turbidity in solutions 01 white sugars may be 
accurately characterized by indices of absorption and scattering'. 
To facilitate the evaluation of the indices, a new photoelectric 
instrument-the Sphere Photometer-was developed for the 
rapid measurement of light scattering and absorption .. Test data 
are presented which show that til{' measured indices are reason
ably accurate estimations of the optical properties of the sample 
solutions. 
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Electronic Circuitry.
I 

SPHERE PHOTOMETER CIRCU',TS 
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put voltage may be adjusted over a range of 100 volts by a vari
able resistor, the standardizing control on the instrument panel. 

The phototube and its associated load resistor comprise the 
transducer which converts luminous flux to a proportional 
electrical potential. The amplification of the phototube, i.e., the 
ratio of output voltage to luminous flux, may be controlled by 
adjustment of the voltage applied to the voltage divider network 
connected to the tube. The standardizing control on the control 
panel on the instrument is connected to the high-voltage supply 
and serves in this function. The anode end of the phototube load 
resistor is connected to grid 2 of the 12AT7 vacuum tube through 
a filter network consisting of a I megohm resistor and a 0.1 mfd. 
capacitor. The filter protects the grid circuit against alternating 
currents which may be picked up by the wiring. The ground 
end of the load resistor is connected to the negative (-) lead of the 
ISO-volt power supply of the 12AT7 tube through one of four 
switch-selected potentiometers. vVhen the potential across the 
selected potentiometer equals that across the phototube load re
sistor and is of opposite polarity, grid 2 is at the potential of the 
negative lead. Since grid 7 is directly connected to this lead, it 
is at the same potential. As a result, the currents flowing through 
the two cathode resistors of the 12AT7 tube are equal and the 
two cathodes (3 and 8) are at the same potential. Thus no current 
flows through the null indicator and its needle rests in the zero 
position, indicating balance. 

The push-button actuators are connected to multi-section 
svvitches which are electrically interlocked to prevent damage 
to the circuitry through operator error. On the circuit diagram 
the switches are labeled SI through S5. Switch sections with the 
suffix A select the potentiometer required for each of the functions . 
Switch sections with suffix B close the null-indicator circuit. 
Switch sections with suffix C actuate light-shutter sol-enoids, as 
required. When none of the push buttons are depressed, as during 
warm up or stand by of the photometer between analyses, the 
sample cell is outside the instrument and the light reaching the 
phototube is at its maximum. The potential across the load 
resistor is also at its maximum and, due to the position of switch 
section A, is opposed by the potential across the "Secondary 
Standard" potentiometer. The null indicator is inoperative. since 
switch sections B are open. 'Vhen switch S3B is closed by de
pressing of the standardizing pushbutton, the null indicator will 
indicate any unbalance. Rotation of the standardization control, 
which adjusts the output of the high voltag'e supply, restores 
balance by matching of the potential across the load resistor to 
the potential across the "Secondary Standard" potentiometer. 
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Switch S2 perforllls the functions necessary for dark current 
compensation. \Vhell the push button is depressed, section A 
connects the dark current into the 
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